AP 2510 Feedback

1. Full voting rights for the student representatives (multiple sources)
   a. Affected sections: II.B.2 ; II.D

2. “Students 10” added to discussion of ASB focus
   a. Affected sections: VI

3. Add ASB to the list of constituencies for which “issue-forming” councils must ensure representation in their membership structures
   a. Affected sections: II.A.3

4. Brown Act violations handled via District Attorney rather than Board (multiple sources)
   a. Affected sections: II.C ; II.D
   b. President response: need to distinguish formal law enforcement from mechanisms for internally correcting violations

5. Clarification of Presidential Advisory Council membership (multiple sources)
   a. Affected sections: II.A.1

6. Constituency Senates should hold right of membership appointments rather than membership recommendations (multiple sources)
   a. Affected sections: II.B.2, II.C
   b. President response: wording needs to balance the prerogative of the constituency Senates to select their best representatives with “right of assignment” administrator privileges

7. Constituency Senate appointments should be required to follow procedures established in their respective bylaws
   a. Affected sections: II.C

8. Clarification needed as to the nature of “issue-forming” councils and the privileges of College Council to form issues
   a. Affected sections: II.A, II.B

9. Clarification needed on the gatekeeping privilege of College Council in respect to the “issue-forming” councils (multiple sources)
   a. Affected sections: II.B

10. Should the institution codify “reserved seats” for union leaders or allow those decisions to be decentralized to the relevant constituency Senates
    a. Affected sections: II.A.3, II.B.1, II.B.2, II.C

11. Remove insertion of “faculty” in title V language concerning collegiate consultation
    a. Affected sections: IV.A

12. Provide greater qualification for “good faith effort” in granting permission of the governing board to act without mutual agreement
    a. Affected sections: IV.A
    b. Clarification: title V Section 53203 uses this exact term when discussing mutual agreement without further discussion. In-line with other policies and procedures, local contextualization is permissible insofar as it does not violate existing statutes.

13. Require the explanation of President’s decision to override College Council to be distributed to the Board of Trustees.
    a. Affected sections: II.B.4

14. Further discussion necessary concerning what “fiat” powers College Council may hold, particularly in regards to substantive edits of issue-forming council recommendations.
    a. Affected sections: II.B.3